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news update… news update…
It says here…
The Minister for Defence, Willie
O’Dea, launched An Cosantóir’s
1916 special issue at a function
hosted by Lt Gen Jim Sreenan,
Chief of Staff, in McKee Bks on
Wednesday April 12th. The launch
was attended by over 150 invited
guests including former Taoisigh
Garrett Fitzgerald and Liam
Cosgrave, TDs Joe Costello and Tony
Gregory, Mr Seán Clancy (104), former chiefs of staff, and members of
the general staff. The double-size
special issue subsequently sold out
in newsagents throughout the country.

A Commanding View
The students of 19 Standard Engineer Officer Course are pictured with
their instructor during a tactical map test on Vinegar Hill, overlooking
Enniscorthy, Co Wexford. L-r: Capt Gerry O’Malley, Comdt Eugene Friel,
Comdt Kevin Higgins, Lt Col Jim Burke (Instr) and Capt James Bourke.
Photo: Armn Billy Galligan.

Mountain Pilgrims
In April, 75 Rec Pl, 5 Inf Bn, took a welcome break from training in
Gormanston Camp when they went on a pilgrimage to Knock and
Croagh Patrick, Co Mayo. The platoon is pictured on Croagh Patrick
with Fr Robert McCabe CF, who celebrated Mass on the summit.

A boy with drive!
Armn Billy Galligan’s photo shows his son, Robert, in an American jeep
at the Military Vehicle Club of Ireland (MVCI) show in the Curragh
Racecourse in May. The show was a great success with a wide variety of
vintage military vehicles in pristine working condition on display. New
members are always welcome and you don’t have to own a vehicle, just
an interest in military vehicles. Application forms are available at
www.mcvi.org or from Robin on 087-2589013 or Willie on 086-8142446.

62nd
Take Aim

All the Best!
At a function in the Defence Forces School of Catering, McKee Bks, in
April, friends and colleagues of three of the Defence Forces’ top chefs
paid compliments to them on the occasion of their retirement. Armn
Billy Galligan’s photo shows (front row l-r): Comdt Greg O’Shea (Sch
Comdt, DFSC), Sgt Jimmy Martin (retiring Chef Sgt, Air Corps), BQMS
Ollie Brady (retiring Instr, DFSC), CQMS Joe Conroy (retiring Chef
CQMS, DFTC) and Capt Manus Ward (2i/c DFSC). Back row (l-r): Sgt
Henry Corcoran (Instr, DFSC), Sgt Michael O’Brien (Admin Sgt, DFSC)
and CQMS Martin O’Rourke (Instr, DFSC).
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Well Done, Grandad!
In March, Lt Gen Gerry O’Sullivan (Retd) was awarded
the title of Grand Commander of the Order of Merit of
the Republic of Cyprus from the Cypriot Government at
a function held in the Officers Mess, McKee Bks. The
honour was presented to Lt Gen O’Sullivan in recognition of his UN service in Cyprus. Armn Billy Galligan’s
photo shows Kate (12) and Shane (15) O’Sullivan congratulating their grandfather on receipt of his award.

62 Res Inf Bn recently
completed their first
General Purpose
Machine Gun (GPMG)
course for students and
instructors. Our photo
shows Lt Peter
Comiskey (Cse Comd),
with the GPMG Course
students and instructors in the Glen of
Imaal.
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Presentation
Sgt Padraic Higgins (6 Inf Bn) retired earlier this year after 21 years’ service in the Defence Forces. A presentation was made to him by Comdt Jim Byrne (2i/c 6 Inf Bn) in the NCO’s Mess, Custume Bks. Many of Padraic’s
friends attended the presentation and wished him all the best for the future. Our photo shows (back row l-r):
Cpl Larry Carty, Sgt PJ Maloney, Coy Sgt Thomas Hewitt, Coy Sgt Tony Grehan, Coy Sgt Danny Wall, Capt Ollie
Dwyer, Sgt Séamus Geoghegan, Sgt John Kilroy, Sgt Eddie Newcombe and Sgt Paddy McNamara.
Front row (l-r): Comdt Byrne, Sgt Higgins, Sgt Maj John Touhey and Coy Sgt Paul Kiernan.

New Arrivals!
Armn Billy Galligan’s photo shows Maj Gen
Dermot Earley (D COS Sp) with newly commissioned direct entry officers, Lts Karen Rynne
and John Leonard, who are both serving with
the Engineer School, DFTC.
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Visit of
Seán Óg
Cork’s All-Ireland winning captain and AllStar, Séan Óg Ó Halpín recently gave a presentation to 8 Pot NCO course, 1 S Bde. Séan
Óg, who is a local hero and an inspirational
figure, gave an outstanding presentation on
the topic of ‘Leadership Through Example’,
emphasising the need for hard work, good
attitude, high standards, setting goals, and
above all a commitment to achieving the mission.
At the end of his talk Séan presented his
hurley from the 2005 campaign to the Class
President, Pte Doyle who gratefully accepted it
on behalf of the NCOs’ Mess, Collins Bks,
where it will take pride of place. (Those blackand-amber students on the course were heartened to observe that at least the hurley was
made by Raymie Dowling of Kilkenny!)
Many thanks are due to Seán Óg for his
generosity, both in terms of his time and his
personal presentation.
Above: Sean Óg with members of the 8 Pot
NCOs’ course and staff of 1 S Bde BTC with
the McCarthy Cup.
Above left shows Seán Óg with Brig Gen
Padraig O’Callaghan (GOC 1 S Bde), Capt
Alan Quirke (Ord Coy, 1 LSB, a member of the
Cork team that won the All-Ireland Junior
Football title in 2005) and Pte Gemma
O’Connor (with the All-Ireland Camogie
Trophy).
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ANSAC CREDIT UNION LTD
75 Amiens Street, Dublin 1.
Tel: 01 8554489, Fax: 01 8558067,
Email: ansac@iol.ie
Opening Hours
Monday - Thursday 9am - 5pm
Friday 9am - 4pm

Open to all members of PDFORRA and to retired members, who are
members of ANSAC on the day they retire.
Services available include:
• Savings
• Loans
• Budget Plan Service
• Free Mortgage Advice
• Home Heating Oil Scheme
• Free Savings & Loan Insurance
• Petrol Card Scheme
• Members Draw

www.ansaccu.ie
ANSAC are also on the World-Wide Web, where you can now apply for a loan online.
Anyone visiting the site will have access to the following:
• News
• Draw results

• Membership application form
• How to contact us

• Available services
• Links to other sites

There will also be a ‘Members Only’ area that ANSAC members can access with a Log-on number and a PIN
(personal identity number), which they can obtain from the ANSAC office. This area will allow access to:
• Account balances for shares, loans & budget
• Loan calculator
• Loan application form
• Budget Plan form
• Share withdrawal form
• Image upload

• Standing Order form
• Pension form
• Petrol Card request form
• Budget rules
• Bulletin Board
• Suggestion box

Internet Business Banking
All loans and share withdrawals can now be paid directly into your bank account, doing away with the
delay in waiting for a cheque to clear. If you bank with AIB your money will be available to you immediately while customers of other financial institutions will have to wait only two working days. It is a
much faster and more convenient method of receiving your money and all we require is your Bank Sort
Code and your Bank Account Number.
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hen it comes to overseas deployments we read
a lot about the big picture but what about the
individuals on the ground, who are they, where
are they from, how do they and their families
feel about them going overseas? To try to answer
some of these questions we will be following the eight
young men of 1 Sec, 1 Pl, A Coy, 95 Inf Bn, who will be
serving in Llibria from May to September. We will be
with them during their preparations, on the ground in
Liberia, and settling back into battalion and family life
when they return home.
The lead battalion for 95 Inf Bn is 3 Inf Bn,
Stephens Bks, Kilkenny, and all the members of the
Section are from that unit. They are a typical bunch of
young soldiers that could be from any unit in the
Defence Forces. But each of them has their own story
to tell, their own reasons for joining the army, their
own feelings on heading overseas and each has a
family at home waiting for him.
So, let’s meet the guys…

W

Pte Rory O’Donovan (23), from
Callan, Co Kilkenny
Service: Over 4 years.
Overseas tours: 0
Interests: Walking his two
dogs, keeping fit, watching
GAA and playing cards.
“I always wanted to join the
army. I was passing the gate
one day and just went in and
got an application form.
“My aunt, Lorraine Donavon and one of my
cousins, John Norris, who also serve in 3 Inf Bn, are
travelling to Liberia with this trip as well.
“So is my best friend, Eoin Stapleton, who is going
to be our section’s Mowag driver, so I’ll have plenty of
people I know around me.
“This is my first trip overseas and I can’t wait to
get over there. I formed up for Kosovo three years ago
but couldn’t go in the end, so I had covered much of
the forming-up before.
“My family don’t mind me going over too much, but

my fiancée, Ciara, isn’t happy at all. She told me she
hopes I break my leg so I don’t have to go!The hardest
thing I’ve had to do was to talk herself around even
though she knew I’d have to go overseas at some stage.”
Pte Anthony Barry (25), from
Waterford City.
Service: Over 4 years.
Overseas tours: 0
Interests: Shooting. Anthony is
on the battalion shooting team
and came second in the GPMG
in the Southern Brigade shooting competition.

LIBERIA
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“When I was younger I didn’t
have any interest in joining the
army, but I saw the ads on TV
and it looked exciting, so I joined up. I enjoy the job
but at times there can be a lot of hurry-up-and-wait.
“At the moment I just want to get over there. They
have taught us everything we need to know and we are
prepared for any eventuality so I do feel comfortable
going over.
“I’m leaving behind my fiancée, Allison, my mother,
three sisters and a brother. Alison wasn’t too happy
when I told her I was heading overseas. I’ll miss her,
but we are getting married next year and she knows
we need the money.
“Communication home is good with the Internet
and phones and all that, so I’ll be able to keep in touch
easily enough.”
Pte Brian Devine (27),
from Newcastle West, Co
Limerick.
Service: Over 3 years.
Overseas tours: 0
Interests: Sport. Brian loves
rugby and is on the battalion
football and hurling teams. He
played in 3 Inf Bn’s Defence
Forces Football win over 28 Inf
Bn in April.

Band of
Brothers
By Wesley Bourke
with photos by
Armn Billy Galligan

Members of No 1 Sec, 1 Pl, A
Coy, 95 Inf Bn in training on
the Mission Readiness
Exercise in Kilworth.
AN COSANTÓIR
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“I’m looking
forward to going
to Liberia. There is
a good bunch of
lads in the section
and we all get
along. Some of us
joined up together
and we know each
other from the
unit back in
Kilkenny so it’s
good that way.”
Pte Alan McNamara

“I’m enjoying
working with the
section, they’re a
good bunch of lads
and they’ve been
getting compliments for their
performance on
the various exercises. They know
their drills, they
keep their morale
up and they look
out for each
other.”
Cpl Mark Sheridan
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“I was working as a plasterer and I got sick of it. I had a
younger brother in the navy and a cousin in the army,
so after talking to them I decided to give it a go. I don’t
regret it at all. I enjoy being out on the ground the most
and I really enjoyed a Recce course I was on two years
ago despite the ten- or twelve-mile route marches!
“My parents are in Limerick and I’ve three brothers
and a sister. It’s my first time overseas and I’m looking
forward to it. If it was the first trip to Liberia I would be
nervous but the Irish are well established, and we’ve
prepared and trained for everything..
Pte Alan McNamara (27),
born in Dublin, living in
Castlegregory, Co Kerry.
Service: Over 3 years.
Overseas tours: 0
Interest: Soccer
“I always wanted to join the
army, but when I left school I
was offered a soccer scholarship at a small college in St
Louis, Missouri, in the USA, and
I really wanted to give it a go.
“When I came home my brother was serving with 1
Fd Eng Coy, and after talking to him I joined up.
“I’m looking forward to going to Liberia. There is a
good bunch of lads in the section and we all get
along. Some of us joined up together and we know
each other from the unit back in Kilkenny so it’s good
that way.
“The only things I’m a bit nervous about are the
cultural differences and the wildlife. Living in Kerry
you don’t exactly come across many snakes, spiders or
other insects that can poison you!
“My brother has been to Liberia twice and he’s told
me all about it.
“My parents are at home, and I have four brothers
and a sister. The parents have got used to my brother
going overseas, but naturally my mother will still worry.
“A lot of what we’ve been doing during forming-up
is new to me. For instance, I’d never been in a Mowag
before, so that was a good experience.”
Section Commander
Cpl Mark Sheridan (25),
from Callan, Co Kilkenny
Service: 8 years.
Overseas tours: 2 (85 & 87 Inf
Bns, Unifil)
Interests: Hurling, football and
boxing. Mark boxed for Ireland
against Australia and England.
He was also in training for the
CISM team until he got injured.
“I joined up when I was 17. I’d been plastering for two
years but I wasn’t happy at it. My father was the battalion Sergeant Major and he suggested joining up
and here I am. I’ve had some great experiences and
opportunities. I’ve been to Lebanon twice and in 2001 I
went back to school to do the leaving cert in the
Curragh.
“I’ve found the first few years since I was promoted
to corporal in 2004 very busy. I instructed on a recruit
platoon, which I found very interesting. It was there I
really learned how to do the job.
“I’m getting married in June next year so I decided
to get another trip done first. My fiancée, Claire, was
upset when I told her I was going overseas and I know
I’m going to miss her terrible. Still, with so much time
away during the forming-up she’s starting to get used
to the idea. When I was away on my NCOs course I
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was only home at the weekends, so she’s getting used
to army life.
“On my first trip to Lebanon I was the youngest
soldier with the battalion. That was a busy trip but on
my second one the Israelis pulled out a month into
the trip so it was nearly a wind-down for the rest of
the six months.
“My main overseas memory so far is arriving in
Haddatha from the airport in Beirut and spending three
days in a bunker because of Israeli shelling. They knew
the battalion was changing over so it was like a ‘welcome to Lebanon!’
“I am nervous this time as it’s my first time going
overseas as a section commander. I am responsible for
the section as well as myself. My brother, Pte John
Sheridan, is travelling as well as a cook, so it will make
it easier having family around.
“I’m enjoying working with the section, they’re a
good bunch of lads and they’ve been getting compliments for their performance on the various exercises.
They know their drills, they keep their morale up and
they look out for each other.
“The training has been good. Dealing with roadside
bombs, ambushes, and heli drills gets your mind going
and switches the lads on.
“My 2i/c is Cpl Aidan Creed and we get on very well.
He’s also been overseas before and he’s switched on.
Most of the section have not been overseas before, so
they’ll be looking to myself and Aidan for guidance and
advice.”
Section 2i/c A/Cpl Aiden Creed
(26),
from Fermoy, Co Cork.
Service: 6 years (1997-1999 and
2003-to present)
Overseas tours: 1 (84 Inf Bn
Unifil)
Interests: Running and swimming.
“This is my second spell in the
army. My father was a sergeant
in 1 Cav Sqn in Fermoy and I had
uncles and cousins in the army.
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after the lads. I wouldn’t be used to that so to some
extent I’m still adapting to it and learning. You’re
expected to know your stuff as 2i/c. The lads are well
switched-on though, so that helps.
“I have my parents and two brothers at home. The
mother will worry a bit but they are all used to the
father and other relations going overseas.”

LIBERIA
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Pte Pádraig Lawton (26),
from West Cork, living in Kells,
Co Kilkenny
Service: Over 4 years.
Overseas tours: 1 (28 Inf Gp
KFOR)
Interest: Soccer
“I was doing construction management in college but I didn’t
like it so I joined the army. I
enjoy the army life, it’s good fun
and it’s different. I particularly enjoy the training and
the outdoors.
“I was in Kosovo two years ago. It was a good trip
and I enjoyed going over to a foreign country and
experiencing a different culture.
“I’d say the difference between the two trips is that
you will have to look after yourself more in Liberia. In
Kosovo things were relatively calm and we adapted to
the climate easier, whereas in Liberia things are still
only settling down, so you have to be more switched on.
“There has been a lot more training for this trip.
We never had a mission readiness exercise (MRE) of
this scale before going to Kosovo.
“My parents, two brothers and one sister are back
in Cork and I’ve another sister in Australia. My partner, Ciara, and our newborn son, Seán, are in
Kilkenny. Ciara doesn’t want me to go so she’s not too
happy at the moment. I’ll miss them both and in that
sense I don’t want to be leaving them but I need to go
to support my family.”

(One cousin is coming on this trip as well.) I joined up
straight after school in 1997, serving with 4 Inf Bn, but
I only stayed in for two years. I enjoyed it but I was
young and hadn’t a clue what I wanted. I soon found
out that there was nothing out there that I liked so I
re-enlisted in 2003.
“I like the camaraderie the most: having a laugh
with the lads, that’s what it’s all about.
“I got the 2i/c’s job mainly because I have previous
overseas service. I was 19 at the time and the first few
weeks were hard but you got used to it. There was a
lot of shelling and you didn’t have much of a clue what
was going on but you got on with it and there were a
lot of lads from home, which made it easier. Six
months is long, though, to be away from your family.
“Liberia is going to be totally different, the place,
and the people. It’s my first trip as a corporal and I’ll
be working closely with Mark. I think it will be a good
Pte Pådraig Lawton, with partner experience for me and I hope to go on an NCOs
course when I come home.
Ciara and their new-born son
Seån.
“The lads are a good bunch to work with. They
might be going overseas for the first time but they
Below: Some of the Section had know their stuff.
Pte Brian Cleary, (20)
neveer been in a Mowag before
“The biggest thing for me over the last few months from Clonmel, Co Tipperary.
but after all the training they arre
was the new responsibility that I have with looking
Service: 2 years.
now ready for Liberia.
Overseas tours: 0
Interests: Soccer. Brian was on
the Defence Forces soccer
team and is currently on the
battalion team.

“My grandfather and brother
were in the army and I always
wanted to join. I’ve been going
out with my girlfriend for two-and-a-half years and
we’ll miss each other, but that’s army life.
“It’s my first time going overseas and I’m looking
forward to it. I can’t wait to get over there, get into the
work and do a bit of training. I’ll be celebrating my 21st
in June, so that will be something to look forward to.
“Nearly everything we’ve done over the last few
weeks has been new to me but I find working with all
the lads grand. We all get along well, which helps.”
Preparation
Soldiers have a lot to go through before going
overseas, with medicals, administration, ITs, range
practices, kit issue, battle inoculation, learning about
the country and situation where they are going to
serve, and training and practicing drills to cover all
the scenarios they may encounter.
Liberia is a high-risk area for diseases and infections so it is no surprise that the medical preparations for the troops reflect this. When we went to the
military hospital in the Curragh with the lads of
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The band of brothers, No 1 Sec,
1 Pl, A Coy during the MRE
exercise in Kilworth.

1 Section, their pale faces made us think it would be
best to leave them alone, so we went in search of one
of the nurses to find out why the lads had to face so
many needles.
“The standards of hygiene in Liberia are very poor:
the water is highly contaminated and a lot of diseases
can be carried by the insects,” explained Sister Valeria
Golden. “It’s a Third World country and we have to
make sure the guys are as safe as possible while they
are over there. They have to be inoculated against hepatitis A & B, tetanus, polio, yellow fever, and meningitis (of which there are three strains in Liberia). Also,
to prevent malaria larium tablets have to be taken
prior to departure and while they are over there.”
The MRE is designed so that troops bound for
overseas will be exposed to almost every possible
scenario they may encounter. These include anything
from dealing with non-government organisations
(NGOs) to FIBUA exercises. The MRE is as much
about training and learning as it is about testing.
Instructors from 1 S Bde Trg made the learning element of the exercise clear to all the troops: “Don’t
assume somebody will be doing the thinking for you. If
you don’t know, ask, this is your chance.”
Each of the section had views on the benefits of the
different aspects of the MRE. For some it was experiencing scenarios that they’d never come across
before, for Cpl Sheridan it was putting his skills as a
Pte Anthony Barry being closely section commander to the test. “For me,” he said, “all
watched by a DS during the
the scenarios helped to show us what we are meant to
MRE.
be doing overseas, and hopefully showed us that if we
Below (right): Cpl Mark Sheridan need to we can hit the ground running. Hopefully it
with (l-r) mother, Rena; fiancee won’t come to that but if it does we are prepared for it.”
Claire Larkin; children Dylan and
While patrolling on the MRE, the Section
Alex, and father, John.
encountered some ‘NGOs’ who wanted immediate
The troops have to be inoculated against hepatitis A & B,
tetanus, polio, yellow fever, and
meningitis.

help for a pregnant woman and wouldn’t take ‘no’ for
an answer.
“If we go into a village in Liberia like this with our
hatches down,” Cpl Sheridan told me, “our first concern is to secure the area, and only then deal with the
needs of NGOs and the local population. Our first priority is to our troops and to secure the area in case of
ambush.”
The men and women of 95 Inf Bn are heading into
the rainy season in Liberia, so it was perhaps appropriate that on the day of the Ministerial Review in
Stephens Bks Mother Nature decided to drop the
equivalent of the River Nore onto the square.
Pte Lawton’s partner, Ciara, and their three-month
old son Seán, were both there that day. “Seán is
going to miss his Daddy, and he’ll be grown so much
by the time Pádraig gets home,” Ciara told me. “I didn’t want him to go overseas, but it has to be done and
it’s part and parcel of being with someone in the army.
At least he’s going overseas now while Seán is so
young that he won’t really notice: it would be different
if he was three or four years old. At least Pádraig will
be home for Christmas and Seán’s birthday –
although he’s going to miss my 21st in June, so he’ll
have to make up for that!”
All the lads agreed that ‘the Mammy’ was the family member likely to do the most worrying. We went
with Pte Rory O’Donovan to meet his mother,
Frankie. “I’m used to having Rory around,” Frankie
said, “so I will be lonely. I get this sick feeling in my
stomach sometimes but I just try to block it out. I
found it hard enough when Rory was away for the last
few weeks as that was the longest time we would
have been out of contact.”
Rory says he will miss all his family but will miss
his young sister Jilly (8) the most. Frankie says that it
will be hard on Jilly as well. “She’ll miss him terrible
as he calls around most days. When Rory was training
over the last few weeks, she was constantly asking if
she could ring him, but he was up a mountain somewhere.”
As we were leaving Rory gave Frankie a hug and
told her not to worry, that he would be home on leave
in August. For anybody going overseas the simple act
of reassuring family and loved ones that everything
will be fine is a vitally important task and it helps
them to leave with a clear conscience.
Over the next few months we hope to bring you
news from Liberia through the experiences of the lads
of 1 Section, 1 Platoon.■
AN COSANTÓIR
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ussia accounts for one sixth of the world’s landmass, stretching across two continents from the
Baltic Sea to the Pacific Ocean, and boasts over
40,000 rivers. The Altai Mountains, situated in
southwestern Siberia and extending into China and
Mongolia, contain nearly 1,500 glaciers covering
more than 300 sq km. As a result the rivers in the
region are assured a good volume of water when the
melting spring snows are added to by the rain and
melting glaciers of summer. The annual rainfall of
1,000mm to 2,000mm mostly falls during summer and
early autumn and is capable of quickly turning a
Grade 4 river into a murky, brown-water flood river.
Preparation for the expedition began nearly a year
before the trip with each team member having specific jobs to do. A month before our planned departure date of July 29th 2005 our flights were booked
and all equipment ready. Then came an offer to transport our equipment from Germany to Siberia. Three

R

of the team were going on a warm-up trip to Austria
so they organised for their equipment to be collected
there. Meanwhile, Richard, John and I arranged a
truck to bring our boats and equipment to Germany.
With everything set there was nothing to do but sit
back and wait. So you can imagine the team’s despair
when we learned that the truck heading for Germany
had gone up in flames and all the equipment had been
lost.
Initially the trip looked doomed but after
a frantic 24 hours of phone calls and
with the help of our sponsors we
managed to get back on track.
Three new boats were purchased
in Austria and transported with
the rest of the team’s equipment
to Germany.
We arrived in a pleasantly warm Moscow

Russian
Water
Lts Richard Kilfeather (5 Inf Bn) and
John O’Brien (12 Inf Bn) were part
of a six-man team that undertook a
month-long kayaking expedition to
the Altai Mountains in Siberia.
This is Lt O’Brien’s account of
their adventure…
12
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through our first
mountain villages.
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and the common
form of transport
was horses. We set
up camp at the putin to the upper
Chulyshman and
applied abundant
insect repellent as
the mosquitoes set in
for a feast.
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on schedule and spent the next day on a whirlwind
tour of the city before catching our flight to Siberia
where we met Andy Somers and Nikolai Tevv, who
had organised the transport of the boats from
Germany. Nikolai was also to be the team’s translator
for the next month. With them was our driver Oleg,
who didn’t speak a word of English and ‘Maggie’ – our
team truck for the expedition.
We spent the morning shopping for food for the
expedition before driving to Altai and setting up
camp late in the evening. The following day saw a full
day’s driving as we left civilisation behind and drove
up into the mountains that were to be our home for
the next month.
August 2nd saw us on the water for the first time
on one of the lower sections of the Chuya. It was to
be a relatively easy one-day run with empty boats,
taking in a Grade 3+ run with a section of Grade 4+ at
the Hippopotamus Rapid. However, the team had
become rusty over the dry summer months in Ireland
and it also took time to get used to the new boats.
The river was basically a series of wave trains with a
number of easily avoided holes but a few of us left
that river feeling less confidant than we had bee.
The next day we paddled a section of the upper
Bashkaus. It was a Grade 4 and the water level was
quite low. We were all much happier and everyone
was feeling good about their equipment and general
paddling.
That evening we drove for six hours, over some
memorable ‘roads’, to make the put-in for the next
river. We frequently had to place rocks for the truck to
drive over where the road had eroded or at times had
vanished completely into the river. We also passed
through our first mountain villages. These had no
electricity or running water and the common form of
transport was horses. We set up camp at the put-in to
the upper Chulyshman and applied abundant insect
repellent as the mosquitoes set in for a feast.
The next day on the river we were met by a combination of rapids, with each successive rapid pushing
us ever harder, and finished with a thrilling 15-metre
drop. We took-out at the entrance to the gorge and
leaving our boats on the riverbank we climbed the
vertical sides of the gorge with the rest of our equipment up to where we were to meet our truck.
However, when we arrived at the top there was no
sign of the truck. With little alternative we set off for
the local village hoping to encounter the truck en
route.
An hour later we reached the village where Nikolai
established that the truck had not been seen. So we
quickly acquired a horse and Nikolai set off towards
the put-in in search of Maggie, while the rest of us
remained in the village.

It wasn’t long before the local children gathered to
examine the ‘aliens’ that had landed in their village.
After the initial cautious encounters it soon became
apparent that some of the children were trying to
steal items of equipment. Sensing an increasingly
hostile atmosphere we decided to start walking back
to the put-in. We had travelled about 4km when two
youths rode up on horses and attacked us with stones
before turning and heading back to the village.
We eventually met Nikolai on his way back to tell
us that the truck’s battery was dead. Later that
evening we reached the stricken truck after walking
for 15km.
Luckily we were able to source a battery the next
day and the following morning saw the team back on
the road and back to the water. We waved goodbye to
the truck, which we wouldn’t see for the next three
days.
Once back on the water the rapids increased in
difficulty and with the boats laden with gear manoeuvring them became even more demanding. That night
we set up camp next to the river and had our first
meal of buckwheat and dried meat – this was to be
our staple diet while on the river.
The next day started with a flat paddle of about
5km before turning into big volume Class 5 rapids.
One rapid lasted 45 minutes with no room to eddy out
and catch your breadth. The day finished with another
flat run. In total the team covered about 45km for the
day, a feat that was not to become uncommon for the
rest of the expedition.
The next morning we woke to dark skies and rain.
On the water we were immediately thrust into a
series of rapids that became gentler as we exited the
gorge. By three o’clock that day we had finished and
were back on the truck heading for our next river.
Our first glimpse of the Bashkaus was of a brown,
murky river clearly in flood. The rain was more plentiful on this side of the mountain, a fact that was to
cause us considerable hardship. It rained all that
night and in the morning the river level had risen by
another two feet. We decided to give it a day to drop.
The next morning dawned bright and dry, and the
water had dropped by half a foot so we decided to
attempt the river. The Bashkaus was to take us three
days, so although it was still high we hoped that the
first day’s paddle to the mouth of the gorge would
give it enough time to drop so that the gorge itself
would be runnable. However, we soon realised we
were going to get more than we had bargained for as
the normally easy paddle turned into a series of 15ft
wave trains with large holes and boiling eddy lines.
The next morning to our dismay the river had actually risen slightly. However, walking-off was not an
option, as it would take six days over mountainous
terrain. We put-on and soon encountered our first
portage due to the sheer size of the rapid. It took us
two hours to walk around 200m of rapids.
Unfortunately, this was to become an all-too-familiar
story over the next few days with many portages
necessitating lifting the boats up by rope out of
gorges. Often we would find ourselves walking on
ledges half a metre wide with a 50ft drop awaiting the
misplaced foot. In the end the river took us five days,
rather than the three planned.
Notwithstanding the difficulties the river was an
excellent experience, the highlight of which was signing the notebook at the end of the Kamikaze rapid,
where whitewater rafters and kayakers have been
leaving notes since 1986 as a testament to the challenge provided by the river.
The next morning we began a full day’s walk along
a narrow mountain path to the Chul’cha river. The
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…we put-on
below a scenic but
unrunnable 200m
waterfall and were
immediately
thrown into hard
continuous Class 5
rapids that
required much
scouting and discussion of lines. It
soon became
apparent just how
hard this river was
when we were
unable to recover
one of the team’s
boats after a
swim.

I took a particularly bad swim at the
entrance rapid to
the Argut and it
was about 600m
before I managed
to get to the side
of the bank, looking more like a
drowned rat than
a paddler.
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following morning we put-on below a scenic but
unrunnable 200m waterfall and were immediately
thrown into hard continuous Class 5 rapids that
required much scouting and discussion of lines. It
soon became apparent just how hard this river was
when we were unable to recover one of the team’s
boats after a swim. Luckily there was only a one-day
walk back to the truck and he was safely there that
evening.
The next morning we came across the boat pinned
between two rocks in the middle of the river.
Surprisingly, the boat was in a good condition and
after some adapted rescue techniques we managed
to recover it.
The next day we were back in the truck driving
towards the Karagem River where we came across
our first restaurant in weeks and celebrated with a
feast of chicken and pasta. That night our campsite
offered a nice surprise by way of mobile phone
reception. It had been weeks since the team had
been in contact with family and friends back in
Ireland and this was a good boost to morale.
En route to the Karagem the truck got bogged
down. Oleg walked 15km to the nearest village for
help and later that evening we were able to continue.
The next day the vehicle bogged again even further
from help but luckily we were able to dig it out after
an hour of hard work. Shortly afterwards we began a
three-hour walk in to the Karagem. It would be four
days and 110 km before we would see the truck again.
The next two days saw us run a technical but very
enjoyable Grade 4 river before entering the big volume Argut half a day ahead of schedule. I took a particularly bad swim at the entrance rapid to the Argut
and it was about 600m before I managed to get to the
side of the bank, looking more like a drowned rat than
a paddler.
The next day we enjoyed some big volume easy
rapids and in the afternoon the Argut joined our last
river, the Katun, We finished the day with a four-hour
flat-water slog before reaching the truck.
At the end of our time on the Katun we spent a
day drying our kit before starting the two-day drive
back to catch our flight to Moscow for some well
earned R&R.
We would like to thank our sponsors: Great outdoors, Munster Dive and Canoe, Sport
Carrauntuathail, Cascade Designs, Sea Specs and
River Deep Mountain High.
Visit our web site www.teams7g.com for information on the DVD of our trip.■
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1916
Easter
Parade
2006
Photos: Armn Billy Galligan, A/Sea David Jones, Air Corps Photographic
Section and Alan Betson (courtesy of The Irish Times).
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Wesley Bourke
visited the
instructors and
students of the
25th Basic
Combat Engineer
Course to get a
first hand look
at the training
required to
produce a combat engineer.
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ith helmet, flak jacket, ear defenders and safety glasses, Armn Billy Galligan and I took that
first step towards what looked like our
inevitable doom. ‘Maybe it won’t be that bad,’ I
thought.
Going through a battle inoculation was not part
of the deal when we signed up to do an article on
the engineers. And anyway isn’t getting inoculated
supposed to stop bad things happening to you?
As it turned out it wasn’t too bad and we lived to
tell the tale. Sixteen loud explosions in total with heat
and smoke stretching their fingers towards us, simulated mortars and GPMG fire. After the first explosion went off it was like walking through a halo of
smoke and every time a round went off a shiver went
down the spine accompanied by an inescapable, eerie
feeling that one of them might just be for real.
On joining the Corps of Engineers whether as a
tradesman or line private, you must complete the
eight-week Basic Combat Engineer course. The aim
of the course is to allow the soldiers operate as part
of a combat engineer unit and help achieve the overall mission by the provision of mobility, countermobility and survivability tasks in theatre. The
course provides instruction on numerous combat
engineer subjects from mine laying to heavy demolitions, and from water purification to bridge building.
The course has evolved over the years and
today’s engineers are considered specialist frontline
troops trained to provide the necessary combat support requirements for the Defence Forces in the 21st
century.
The main modules of the course include: field
engineering, field defences, explosives and assault
demolitions, water purification, watermanship, and a
final four-day exercise.

W

Blast
Away!

Battle inoculation is a very real
part of the course, where the
students split into two groups
both having turns at setting up
and going through.
All photos Armn Billy Galligan.
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Field engineering is the basic skill that all combat
engineers learn and allows combat engineers provide
mobility skills which rely heavily on improvisation.
“All the basic knots and lashings, how to build
lifting machines, shears, gins and derricks, in order
to improvise ropeways and bridges are all taught during the field engineering module. These allow personnel and materiel to be rapidly transported over both
wet and dry gaps without using conventional equipment” explained Capt Ken Barry (Instr Engr Sch).
The field defences module is exactly as it sounds.
The students learn how to set up and emplace all the
necessary protective elements required for a camp
deployed in a hostile environment. Whether at home
or overseas, they have to ensure the protection of a
post from direct and indirect fire both as a deliberate
target or perhaps caught in cross-fire. Life safety and
security are always the priorities but infrastructure
protection must also be considered. Gabions, hescobastions, and T-walls are used to provide protection
from small arms fire and shrapnel. To protect against
enemy infiltration, minefields, wire obstacles, and
ditches are put in place.
One weapon the engineers are trained in the use
of, which I would never want to encounter, and Billy
was most reluctant to photograph, was the FFV 013
Area Defence Mine. A better known variant of the
FFV 013 is the Claymore. The mine is constructed
such that shrapnel is arranged against a convex front
face with the bulk explosive behind. Area defence
mines are almost always mounted (tripod) above
ground to maximise their range and effect. It is command initiated.
“What we have here are targets simulating a platoon walking across an open area,” explained Sgt
Ger Sheehan (Instr Engr Sch). “The area defence

Assault demolition charges,
before and after.
Right & below: The course culminates in a four-day tactical
exercise during which they had
to construct a camp in CBRN
suits.
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mine is set up about 150m in front of the target. When
the FFV103 is detonated it will fire out around 2,000
ball bearings over approximately a 60’ frontage. No
target within 100 metres will survive.”
One of the largest elements on the course is
explosives and assault demolitions. By the end of the
course the students are qualified in the safe use of
explosives and their application for assault demolitions. “Explosives are dangerous and we have to
teach the students how to use explosives and accessories in a safe environment,” Capt Barry said. “We
bring them through both the theory and the practical
application. The theory covers what explosives are,
their effects and uses etc. Then we assess the students on setting up of explosive charges and circuits
using replica training aids. If the students can
demonstrate competence in this area they then proceed to live confidence charges, to allow the students
experience the actual effects of small charge detonations.”
This module culminates in the Glen of Imaal
where the students undergo two days of practical
exercises. On the first day the students are brought
through a variety of different scenarios using explosives. These include how to cut a structural element
e.g. a railway girder, a main steel support for a bridge
or a reinforced concrete lintel. The students also conduct road cratering for enemy counter-mobility.
The second day consists of battle simulation and
inoculation. These two elements are becoming more
prominent these days with live-fire exercises and
exercises for troops going overseas. Back in their
home units engineers will frequently be called on to
set up simulations and inoculations.
“We get them to set up an inoculation exercise
and then they advance through it themselves,” Capt

Barry said. “This gives them experience of the
effects of explosions, the heat blast and over pressure.”
Simulation involves providing the noise and visual
effects of live rounds from small arms up to artillery.
Used properly, simulation will make an exercise all
that more realistic.
During this phase we watched as the students
simulated GPMG fire, SRAAW and heavy and light
mortars. They also set up incendiary devices that
exploded as impressive fireballs.
“In the battle inoculation exercise we divide the
course into two sections,” Sgt Sheehan explained.

“One section sets up the charges and the other walks
through and then vice versa. In this exercise the
charges used included incendiary devices; a petrol
and diesel mix with a small bit of PE4 and electric
detonator.”
Once the student has passed this module they can
then progress to mine warfare. “The use of anti-personnel mines is prohibited for the Defence Forces
under the Ottawa Convention,” Capt Barry told me,
“but we still have to teach our personnel about them
because they may encounter them on overseas minefield clearance operations, including humanitarian
de-mining, as part of Peace Support Operations,
AN COSANTÓIR
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Instructor Capt Dave McCourt

30/5/06

Instructor Ger Sheehan.

Instructor Cpl Martin Griffin.

Right (top and bottom):
A section of engineers can set
up the system very easily and
the system can be up and running, pumping water after
twenty minutes of hitting the
ground. After that one man is
needed to supervise the
system.
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especially in places like the Balkans.”
The students are taught about the different types
of mines employed, their effects, how to lay them,
and how to breach a minefield.
Anyone who has served in Liberia or Kosovo will
be familiar with the next module covered by the
course, water purification. “We set up a tactical situation for a water point to re-supply a battalion or
brigade on the ground,” explained Cpl Martin Griffin
(Instr Eng Sch). “We deploy a truck filler, a jerry can
filler, and a water bottle filler.”
The Berro 3000, four of which are deployed in
Liberia, is designed to cleanse water of everything
from seawater to sewage. As the water is cleaned it
is pumped through very fine filters and the end
result is pure drinking water. Particles having a
diameter in excess of 0.000000001m (one millionth of
a millimetre) are retained by the filter and removed
from the water.
“A soldier on the ground needs on average seven
litres of water a day,” Cpl Griffin continued. “With

Instructor Capt Ken Barry.
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what we are using here today we can produce around
4,000 litres of clean water an hour. Storage depends
on the demand and for this exercise we have four
5,000-litre bags available. The situation in Liberia is
different. Because of the need for clean water for
showers and other facilities and because of the heat
the demand could be up to 25 litres per man per day.”
During the bridging module the students are
shown how to build the different types of bridges
used by the Corps, at first by using models in the
classroom before building the real thing out on the
ground. “Some students think this is a skill they will
never have to use,” Capt Barry told me, “but in Liberia
the engineers had to set up a Bailey bridge for access
to the camp, and two years ago the combat course
built a Bailey bridge in the Glen for the new armoured
assault course. Engineers have also had to put in
bridges at events like the Special Olympics and the
Tall Ships race. It is also a very important module in
relation to aid to the civil power/authority (ATCP and
ATCA) operations in the event of flood relief being
required.
Then it’s down to Athlone for two days of watermanship skills on the boats currently in service with
the COE. Engineers may have to use boats for bridge
demolition, troop or equipment crossings, and ATCP
or ATCA operations such as search and rescue or
flood relief.
The course culminates in a four-day tactical exercise based in the Glen of Imaal during which the students have to apply all they have learned in a practical situation.
This course, which endured sub-zero temperatures
and heavy snow for the exercise, had to set up a temporary camp as their first task. A CBRN exercise was also
introduced resulting in the camp construction being
completed in CBRN suits. As the exercise evolved the
students were tasked with deploying wire obstacles,
minefield laying at night, and demolitions where they
had to calculate the amount of explosives that would be
needed to fell trees of a certain diameter.
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VOX POP
We asked some of the
students of 25 Basic
Combat Engineers course
what they thought of the
past eight weeks.
Pte Damien Morley,
4 Fd Eng Coy, Custume Bks,
(Electrician)
“I enjoyed
the demolitions module
the most.
This taught
us how to
use explosives in the
field and prepared us for tasks we may
encounter in the future, such
as how to blow craters in the
road to stop a tank. A lot of
the theory is the same as I
learned as an electrician;
checking voltage and earthing
yourself so you don’t set off
the explosives or detonators.”
Pte Anthony O’Brien,
1 Fd Eng Coy, Collins Bks,
(Electrician)
“After leaving school I
completed
an apprenticeship, but I
always wanted to join the
army and I
specifically
wanted the engineers.
“This was my first course.
I found the boat handling on
the Shannon very enjoyable.
We were shown how to handle them and we were
allowed to drive them.”
Pte Ian McGlinchey,
4 Fd Eng Coy, Custume Bks,
(Electrician)
“I really
enjoyed
meeting the
lads from
other units
and the
school who
you might
never meet
except on a course like this. I
also enjoyed the boat handling in Athlone. We were
using three RIBs and three
DUCs (Durable Utility
Crafts). Engineers will use
these either for carrying
equipment or troops across a
waterway, the RIBs can also
be used for SAR and boarding and searching other
boats. I’ve done a bit of boat
work before but nothing with
boats that big. When I go
back to my unit I’d like to get
more training on them.”

The students spent two days
in Athlone for watermanship
skills on the boats for bridge
demolition, troop or equipment crossings, and ATCP.
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Pte David Adams,
4 Fd Eng Coy, Custume Bks,
(Electrician)
“I started
off in 1 Arm
Car Sqn
and I
enjoyed the
soldiering
but I wanted to join
the engineers. The
course was
very good. I really enjoyed the
watermanship skills. We
learned how to build a modular
pontoon bridge and handle the
different boats used by the
engineers. Apart from the military aspect, engineers can be
called on to use this equipment in the case of a flood or
natural disaster.”
Cpl Mark O’Brien,
1 Fd Eng Coy, Collins Bks,
(Driver)
“I’ve been
in the army
since 1997
and I transferred to
the engineers
because I
wanted to
try something different. Building bridges, demolitions and watermanship is a
lot different from battalion life.
I love anything to do with
water and do a lot of sea
kayaking back home, so I really enjoyed the boat skills module. Our unit has just got a
new twin-100hp engine boat
and I would like to do a
coxswains course when I go
back to my unit.”
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Throughout the course the students are watched
and advised by their instructors, but on occasion they
are given appointments to bring out their communication and leadership skills. Engineers are expected to
be able to use their initiative and can be given quite a
bit of responsibility in order to develop their skills in
a particular area. The students also underwent an
improvised bridging exercise were they were split into
two sections, given limited stores, and tasked with
fording a river.
“All the training they have done up to now comes
together,” Capt Dave McCourt (Instr Engr Sch) says,
“you also see the characters coming out. You often
see guys that were quiet in the classroom, really
come to the fore when they’re on the ground. When
the section is given a task it is often one of those
who will step out and take responsibility saying
‘Right, this is what we are doing and this is how we
are doing it.’ Sometimes there are arguments but
then they will agree on how to get it done. It’s great
to watch it happen.”
The course then had to conduct a night breach
of the minefield they had laid the night before, to
which the instructors had added additional training
mines, trip flares and sound units to test their procedures.
“They did well,” said Capt Barry at the end of the
exercise. “They did their drills correctly and if you do
your drills correctly you won’t get caught out. It’s part
of the learning process.”
So, if you want to take your soldiering to the next
level and have a ‘blast’ at the same time, why not consider a career with the Corps of Engineers?■
Right: Pte David Hegarty erecting a circular barbed wire fence
in the Glen of Imaal, during their four day exercise.
Bottom: Students have to learn all the basic knots and lashings,
how to build lifting machines, shears, gins and derricks, in order
to improvise ropeways and bridges.

Pte Roy Bruton,
1 Fd Eng Coy, Collins Bks,
(Electrician)
“I found
the construction of
engineering
machines
the best.
We built an
aerial ropeway over a
gap to transport personnel and
equipment. We had to use all
the skills we learned at the
start of the course; knots and
lashings, lifting tripods and all
the rest.
Demolitions were very
good but I found it was a bit of
an anti-climax when after
hours setting it up on only
took seconds to blow it! The
incendiary devices and
SRAAW simulation were spectacular.
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conducted in turn by the Chief Rabbi of Ireland, the
Roman Catholic Archbishop of Dublin, the Presbyterian
Church in Ireland, the Archbishop of Dublin for the
Church of Ireland, the Coptic Orthodox Church, the
District Secretary of the Dublin Methodist Synod and a
representative from the Islamic Cultural Centre.
At the close of the ceremony before Last Post and
Reville have been sounded, the President lays a single
laurel wreath in memory of all Irishmen and women
who have given their lives in the service of peace or in
foreign wars.
o illustrate how our National Day of
The wind of change that has become very apparent
Commemoration is viewed outside the Republic
in Ireland throughout Mrs McAleese's Presidency is
we are reproducing this report by Maj Roy Walker
evident year on year at this ceremony. British ex-serof the Royal Ulster Rifles Officers’ Club, which
vicemen, who are Irish nationals, proudly wear their
appeared in the Royal Ulster Rifles Regimental journal.
campaign and service medals mixing freely and being
accepted by serving and former members of the Irish
On Sunday 10 July 2005, I was privileged to represent
Defence Forces. This number appear to be growing each
the Regimental Association President at the Royal
year and many present are now wearing the British
Hospital Kilmainham, Dublin, at Ireland's National Day
medals of their parents on the opposite breast to their
of Commemoration. As previously reported this day
own IDF awards. Long may this spirit of reconciliation
equates to Remembrance Sunday or the British
prevail. The Service of Commemoration is always folNational Day of Commemoration on the Sunday nearlowed by a reception in the Royal Hospital Kilmainham.
est November 11 each year.
The Order of Service for the day carries the followThe closing prayer by the Rev Donaldson R Rogers
ing statement on the front cover:
reads:
IN HONOUR OF ALL THOSE IRISHMEN AND
Lord,
IRISHWOMEN WHO DIED IN PAST WARS OR ON
Help us to walk in this world in peace, to be of good
SERVICE WITH THE UNITED NATIONS
courage,
To hold fast to what is good and render to no-one evil
The ceremony commences with music by the Army
for evil.
Number 1 Band from the IDF (Irish Defence Forces)
May we strengthen the faint hearted, support the weak,
4th Western Brigade, whom accompany Dr Bernadette
Help the afflicted, and honour all people.
Creevy, a soloist well known throughout Britain. Dr
May we live our lives in love and service,
Creevy's rendition of Oft in the Stilly Night is poignant
Rejoicing in the power of the Holy Spirit.
and moving, able to bring a tear to the eye of the most
We ask this through Christ our Lord. Amen
hardened present.
After the arrival of the Taoiseach and then the
Prophetic words which we would all do well to heed in
President, the Service of Commemoration takes place
the interests of all nations.■

National Day of
Commemoration
Ireland's National
Day of Commemoration,
which honours all
Irishmen and
Irishwomen who
died in past wars
or on service with
the United Nations
takes place in July
each year, this
year it will be on
9th July 2006 in
the Royal Hospital
Kilmainham.
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agging along with a routine patrol through the
Drenica Valley I quizzed Pl Comd Lt Conor King
and Sec Comd Cpl Alan Cahill (both 12 Inf Bn,
Sarsfield Bks) from C Coy about the daily life of a
soldier with 31 Inf Gp.
“We patrol the villages about twice a week,” Cpl
Cahill told me. “We make sure the area is secure and
then meet with the village leader - he would be like a
mayor at home. If there are any problems he comes to
us and we see if we can do anything for him. We are
also providing a presence, which in itself reassures
the locals that nothing will happen to them while we
are here.”
Every platoon in C Coy has its own area of operations (AO) in which it provides humanitarian assistance and security for the local population.
“As platoon commander I’m responsible for the
western side of the Irish AO,” Lt King said, “which

T

As the troops of 31 Inf Gp KFOR
were nearing the end of their
tour of duty Wesley Bourke paid
them a visit to see what life is
like for our troops on the ground
in Kosovo.

Patrolling
KFOR
Right:
Pte Louise Nolan (12 Inf Bn) on
patrol through Drenica Valley.
Right (centre):
Cpl Alan Cahill.
Far right:
Lt Conor King.
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includes the Drenica Valley and Pristina airport, or
APOD as we call it. The job out here is very interesting and very busy. There is a lot of interface with the
local people and this mission is all intelligence
driven”
“I have 35 villages in my AO,” he continued. “At the
start of the trip each section commander gets a village file and throughout the trip they constantly
update the file, with photos, and information, such as
key people in the village, unemployment levels, and
local needs. The feedback they get on patrol is passed
to me; I pass it on to operations and intelligence. So
we build up our own picture of what’s happening on
the ground in the area.”
In turn each section has its own AO, which is then
divided between two teams.
“My section is responsible for twelve villages,” Cpl
Cahill told me. “I have six and my 2i/c has six. We take
four-man teams on patrol and we change the teams
around regularly so they don’t get too used to the
same area; it helps them to keep focused.”
Patrols are usually in vehicles with the troops dismounting when in the villages. But when the bad
weather sets in the roads, which are little more than
dirt tracks between villages, become a quagmire and
this can hamper the amount of patrols a section can
do.
“I try and get to the six villages in my AO at least
once a week,” Cpl Cahill continued. “In good weather
I will get to them all in the same day but only last
week there was a lot of snow on the road, which slows
us down. In those conditions we might only be able to
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walk to two villages in the one day.” (Foot patrols in a
Kosovo winter, where the wind-chill can cause temperatures to drop down to -50ºC, aren’t something I’d
like to be exposed to!)
The villagers and their leaders like to see the Irish
and the good rapport our troops have established
with the locals is clearly evident in the friendly waves
of the children.
“They try and relate to us,” Cpl Cahill told me, “by
comparing their situation to Ireland’s troubles in the
past. The first thing they will ask you is how things are
at home.”
The Irish tendency to be friendly and easy-going
meant that the Kosovars took to them quite easily.
“Some contingents of other nationalities that worked
this area prior to the Irish had a different approach,”
Lt King says. “For example they wouldn’t stop for a
chat when patrolling through a village and they certainly wouldn’t go in for a cup of coffee.”
While talking to Beqir Bylykbashi the principal of
the school in Banjica you could see Cpl Cahill and Lt
King were familiar faces. They spoke about everyday
things from when the snow was going to melt to how
the schoolchildren were getting on, while in the
process of finding out if there was anything they could
do for the school.
“We have built up trust here by putting roofs on
houses and building schools in the villages,” said Cpl
Cahill. “Most of this school is finished. The Irish government gave €25,000 but the local authorities only
managed €10,000 so another €15,000 is needed to finish off the job.”
When 31 Inf Gp arrived in Kosovo there was a
teachers’ strike on. After much negotiation the teachers managed to get €7 extra a month, which brought
their wages up to €257 a month. Beqir laughs when he
recalls how, after donating some 30 colouring books
and crayons, the Irish were shocked when he tore one
page out for each child and gave them one crayon
each, rather then giving them a book each. Beqir had
to explain that the 30 colouring books and crayons
had to last the year!
C Coy are also involved in other operations at a
taskforce level. “We might be called upon to provide a
platoon to make up part of a taskforce company which
might consist of ourselves, a Swedish platoon and a
Finnish platoon,” Lt King said. “We do cross boundary operations with other contingents in KFOR and
that gives a very interesting insight into how other
armies operate.”
“You get a lot of job satisfaction working out here,”
said Cpl Cahill, “knowing that you’ve done something
good, that you’ve made a difference.”■
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vox pop
All in a Day’s Work

Pte Dermot Flavin,
Tpt Sec, Logs Coy, Camp
Clarke (1 Fd Eng Coy, Collins
Bks).
“In transport section we don’t
do patrols. We cover the transport for the Inf Gp itself. If
there’s anyone that has to go
to the hospital in Camp Ville or
in Bondsteel we do the run, or
if someone’s going on leave
and needs a lift to the airport.
We also do a lot of runs to
KFOR HQ in KFOR Main. With
one thing and another we are
kept very busy.”
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n order to foster cohesion and interoperability
between the various national contingents that
make up KFOR’s four multinational brigades
(MNBs), cross boundary operations (XBOs) are
regularly conducted. These involve the interchange of
sub-units from two MNBs who then perform each
other’s duties for a fixed period of time. XBOs, therefore, are extremely important now, and in the future
as KFOR moves towards a task force formation.
The news that Irish soldiers from C Coy, 31 Inf
Gp, were to be involved in one such XBO, codenamed Operation Black Grouse, was greeted with
some excitement and anticipation in Camp Clarke.
The four-day operation was to involve a company
from MNB(C), known as ‘Op Coy 2’, swapping places
with a French company from MNB (NE). Op Coy 2,
commanded by Comdt Paddy Flynn, consisted of an
Irish company headquarters, an Irish infantry platoon, commanded by the author, and a Swedish platoon, commanded by Lt Magnus Aronsson.
Op Coy 2 would be based in Mitrovica for the
duration under tactical command to OC 10 French
Battalion, Col Kolodziej. The company would conduct
vehicle- and foot-patrols, vehicle checkpoints
(VCPs), searches and crowd riot control (CRC)
operations. In addition Op Coy 2 would participate in
a ‘named area of interest’ (NAI) exercise, a familiarisation shoot and a weapons and equipment display.

I

Operation Black Grouse
By Lt Daithí Galwey, Pl Comd, C Coy, 31 Inf Gp, KFOR

Irish CRC Pl participating in the NAI exercise in Gojbulja.

Cpl John Rochford,
Chef, Logs Coy, Camp Clarke
(1 LSB, Collins Bks).
“There are six chefs and we
have roughly 170 mouths to
feed every day. We also have
two local chefs who help us
and four local staff that give us
a hand in the dining centre.
The local staff come from both
communities, Albanian and
Serbian, and apart from the
language barrier we all get
along fine. It’s a long day here
as breakfast starts at 0530hr
and you’re on the go until
everybody’s got their dinner
that evening.”
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On the first day of the XBO Op Coy 2 left Camp
Victoria in a 20-vehicle convoy and moved north via
Route Fish to Mitrovica with the assistance of a
multinational military police escort. It was an
impressive sight with the mixture of Mowags and
SISUs bedecked respectively with Irish and Swedish
flags, soft-skinned vehicles and TCVs, and the flashing lights and occasional sirens of the military police
vehicles.
At 1600hrs, the company arrived at Camp
Serment de Koufra (SDK) in Mitrovica, where it was
to be accommodated for the duration of the operation. The Moroccan contingent, who were manning
the camp, were somewhat surprised when Coy Sgt
Seán Cosgrave, currently serving on his twelfth
overseas trip, greeted them in fluent Arabic.
Meanwhile, Comdt Flynn and Op Coy 2’s
Operations Officer, Capt John Anderson, attended
an operations brief in the French Battalion HQ at
Camp Belvedere, also located in Mitrovica.
Comdt Flynn paraded Op Coy 2 on the square in
Camp Belvedere early the next morning and handed
the company over to Col Kolodziej. The colonel welcomed the troops to the area and assured them that
they would be very active for the following 48 hrs.
For the rest of the day Op Coy 2 personnel conducted foot and mobile patrols over the difficult terrain that makes up the northern boundary between
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Cpl Olan McCarthy,
Tpt Sec, C Coy, Camp Clarke
(4 Inf Bn, Collins Bks).
“I’m a driver with C Coy. We
are constantly on the go. If
you’re on patrol you’re gone
for the day: you come in to get
fed and then you’re back out.
“I was here in 1999 with the
first Irish transport contingent
just after the end of the war.
Almost very house had been
either ransacked or burnt out
and the people were shellshocked, it was terrible. Now
there is a lot of building going
on and the people are much
happier.”
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Kosovo and Serbia. The aim of the patrols was to discourage illegal logging, which is endemic in the
region, and other illegal cross-boundary activities
such as the traffic of drugs, arms, and people.
It is in situations like this that the Irish patrol commanders make maximum use of their GPS training
and the full potential of the Garmin 12 XL units is
realised. In addition, Op Coy 2 was tasked to provide
three patrols in Mitrovica, culminating with vehicle
check points being on Carbonne bridge, which crosses the river Ibar, a natural interethnic boundary
between the predominantly Serbian north and the
Albanian south. Both the Irish and Swedish contingents carried out one patrol and, in the spirit that
characterises such cross-boundary operations, a
joint night foot-patrol.
The next day began with a joint range practice
between Op Coy 2 and our French hosts on their
range just outside Mitrovica. The purpose of this
shoot was to familiarise the participants with each
other’s weapons and their respective characteristics
and capabilities, thereby enhancing interoperability.
The majority of the 34 contributing nations use the
standard 5.56mm NATO round and the ease with
which Irish personnel used both the Swedish AK 5
and the French FAMAS assault rifles reinforced the
benefits of interoperability.
It was also interesting to observe how the soldiers
from the three nations interacted and to test the old
adage that ‘soldiers are cut from the same cloth irrespective of their nationality’. Certainly the Swedes
and the Irish (thanks in part to the lack of a language
barrier) appeared to get on well and shared a similar
common sense approach to problem solving. The
interaction between the French and Irish soldiers
was also interesting and was based on mutual
respect, friendship and a certain amount of levity,
despite the language barrier.
It was amusing to see the Irish and French troops
trying to communicate with their counterparts in pidgin French and broken English respectively.
Statements from the French soldiers such as ‘Cahn
ah ave sum bulleetz’ and ‘Ze Ardennes eez a fortress’
were a source of great amusement to the soldiers

KFOR
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Above: EOD personnel at work in Kosovo indicating the
serious nature of the job still being done by KFOR.
Below: Pte Derek Tucker receiving Famas instruction from
his French counterpart on the Range

Pte Robert Webster,
Rifleman, C Coy, Camp Clarke
(12 Inf Bn, Kickham Bks).
“As a rifleman I’m usually on
patrol. Patrols vary depending
on what villages you have to
visit. The people here are very
friendly to us, inviting us in for
cups of tea, and we get on
great.
“I served here before with
28 Inf Gp and even over the
last two years I’ve noticed a
big change. The Albanians and
Serbs are getting along better,
the economy is starting to
improve, more building is
going on and the infrastructure is getting better.”
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from 1 Southern Brigade. However, the shoot was a
great success and everyone got a full appreciation of
each other’s weapons, new and lasting friendships
were forged, and Irish left fully convinced that the
Steyr rifle remained their weapon of choice.
In the afternoon OC 31 Infantry Group, Lt Col
Nugent, visited the Irish troops in Mitrovica and made
a presentation to Col Kolodziej to mark the occasion.
That evening Operation Black Grouse entered its
second and most important phase, the NAI exercise,
which was scheduled to last for 24 hours. The exerPte Robert Redmond,
cise involved Op Coy 2 protecting the small Serbian
APC crewman, C Coy, Camp
village of Gojbulja (248 inhabitants) from interethnic
Clarke (12 Inf Bn, Kickham Bks).
attacks by Albanian extremists based in nearby
“As crewmen on the Mowags we towns. This isolated medieval-looking village is situhave to check the cars every
ated in an elevated position between two mountains,
morning and get them ready for approximately 20 km South East of Mitrovica. The
patrols. We check the various
low population and isolated location of Gojbulja
fluid levels and make sure everymake it an easy target for Albanian hardliners wishthing is working properly. We
ing to escalate tension into actual violence.
carry out a lot of the minor
The exercise narrative was based on real time
maintenance ourselves such as
situations that had occurred in the recent past and
wheel changes that type of
thing: unless there is somewhich had to be dealt with by the French. The
thing-major wrong we don’t have Company Commander’s intention was to use one
to bring it up to the fitters.”
platoon to set up VCPs on all access roads
“On patrol we take it in
approaching the town and to locate OPs to cover the
turns to drive or man the turret
dead ground surrounding the village. The second
and a lot of concentration is
platoon was to be located centrally in the town, actneeded, especially with the
ing as a quick reaction force. This platoon was on
way the locals drive. Some of
immediate notice to move with a situation-dependthe roads are very narrow and
in poor condition but the
ent conventional or CRC capability. The French unit
Mowag will handle any terrain
normally tasked with protecting the village provided
you throw at it. The central tyre the opposing force for the exercise.
inflation system allows you to
The weather that evening was bad with dramatic
drop or raise the air pressure
sheet lightning and heavy rain ensuring that the
on the move, so if you see
defence of Gojbulja would not be easy. Power cuts
boggy ground ahead you can
made the task even more challenging. During the night
lower the air pressure to give
you more traction and you can attempted infiltrations were repelled by the Irish
troops, who stood firm in treacherous conditions. Col
shift from four-wheel to eightwheel drive. The Mowag is defi- Kolodziej, who witnessed some of the exchanges durnitely the best APC in service
ing a visit to the exercise, commented favourably on
among all the contingents.”
the actions of the “professional Irish soldiers”.
Anyone involved in that exercise will not forget
the heroic actions of CQMS ‘Frosty’ McCormack and
his team, who sustained the troops (both Irish and
curious Swedes) throughout the night with life-saving Irish stew!

Col Kolodziej, Le Chef de Corps 10 BATFRA receiving a presentation from Lt Col Nugent, OC 31 Inf Gp.

In improving weather conditions the next morning
the exercise escalated with large ‘protests’ at two of
the VCPs. When all attempts at negotiations failed
the Coy Comd deployed the QRF platoon in CRC role
to contain the situation. A tactical game of ‘cat and
mouse’ ensued for a time with the CRC platoon
repelling each breakthrough attempt. Eventually, a
snatch squad from the platoon arrested the unsuspecting ringleaders in a no-nonsense move that left
the ‘enemy’ dumbfounded and paved the way for the
final order to ‘ENDEX’.
After a quick debrief and equipment check Op Coy
2 returned to Camp SDK for showers prior to participating in a joint weapons display at Camp Belvedere.
When the display ended we uttered some nostalgic
‘au revoirs’ to our newfound French colleagues in
their distinctive outsized berets. We then returned to
MNB(C) tired but happy in the knowledge that Op
Coy 2 had, once again, achieved the highest standards in this demanding multinational arena. ■
Lt Daithi Galwey and Capt John
Anderson at the joint weapons
display in Camp Belvedere.

Sgt Carol O’Keeffe,
Ops Sgt, C Coy, Camp Clarke
(1 S Bde HQ, Collins Bks).
“This is my first trip overseas.
Ops Sgt is a great job because
you’re in the centre of everything. I’m responsible for the
movement of the patrols from
day to day. When the patrols are
out they keep in contact with
me throughout the day and
when they get back they report
any incidents that occurred
during the patrol and I pass the
information on to a higher level.
“My husband is at home in
Midleton. He was in the army
for six years, so he’s ok with
me being away. I would like to
serve in Kosovo again, but in a
humanitarian role next time.”
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